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Dress becomes increasingly transparent as its wearer share personal data online

x.pose is a wearable data-driven sculpture that exposes a person's skin as a real-time reflection of the data that the wearer is
producing. In the physical realm we can deliberately control which portions our bodies are exposed to the world by covering it with
clothing. In the digital realm, we have much less control of what personal aspects we share with the services that connect us. In the
digital realm we are naked and vulnerable.

In today's data-driven society, individuals carrying smartphones and interacting with social media networks have agreed, often
without conscious consideration, to policies that grant service providers explicit rights to harvest and utilize personal data on a
massive scale. These include companies like Google and Facebook that offer "free" services for a value exchange of our data.
There currently exists a paradox in our internet culture. As a generation, we are simultaneously obsessed with publicity and privacy.
While we publish and post details about our lives online, at the same time we demand the most advanced privacy protection
software. An unprecedented degree of potential exposure comes with the current mode of existence.
I have ceded control of my data emissions and Based on my activity logs, Google clearly knows where I am, where I've been and
possibly even where I'm going. Yet when I wanted a log of my location history, I had to go through numerous steps to ?enable?
tracking...
By participating in this hyper-connected society while having little to no control of my digital data production, how much of myself
do I unknowingly reveal? To what degree does the aggregated metadata collected from me paint an accurate portrait of who I am as
a person? What aspects of my individuality are reflected in this portrait?
x.pose is my exploration of these questions. Since I have already ceded control of my data, I wanted to go a step further and
broadcast it for anyone and everyone to see.
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The first step was to build a mobile app and server to automatically collect my data over time. Done using Node.js and PhoneGap.
Second: the recorded data set was used as the basis for the generative aspects of the personalized wearable couture. The output is an
abstract 3D mesh armature of my location data points collected over about a month. The dataset was fed into processing to produce
the pattern and exported to Rhino to make the 3D mesh.
Lastly, the mobile app and server is used to provide real-time data transmission through bluetooth to an Arduino, which controls
reactive displays that change in opacity to reveal the wearer's skin. This occurs in proportion to the volume of information that is
passively generated.
Xuedi Chen can make anything. She is a brooklyn-based designer whose work spans the worlds of industrial design, architecture,
fashion, installation, and anything that exists in the physical realm. Her work embraces the intersection of the digital and physical
with a passion towards innovative use of materials, methods, and technologies. She seeks to find simplicity in complexity, beauty in
functionality?Xuedi (???) was born in Fuzhou, China and grew up in Woodstock NY. She has been a Brooklyn Transplant since
2005. She holds a Bachelors in Architecture from Pratt Institute and a Masters in Professional Studies in nerdy stuff from the
Interactive Telecommunications Program at NYU.
Source: http://xc-xd.com/x-pose
Photo: copyright X.pose website
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